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Introduction 

After the Soviet Union (USSR) dissolved in 1991, Ukraine gained independence; however, even to this 

day, Ukraine shares and has links within its people, government, and culture to Russia: 33% of Ukrainians speak 

Russian natively and one in six are ethnically Russian. This, coupled with a movement of pro-Russian separatism 

spreading throughout Eastern Ukraine creates a complex identity crisis for the nation. Its citizens, but perhaps more 

importantly, Russia’s government, may consider parts of Ukraine to still be culturally one with Russia.  

This, in part, explains the rationale behind what the West speculates to be an upcoming invasion by Russia. 

Furthermore, at the end of 2021, intelligence services detected a surge in the number of Russian troops and artillery 

surrounding Ukraine’s border—many suspect it’s likely that the Russian military invade in early 2022. In response, 

the European Union (EU), the United States of America (US), the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and 

others have provided support for Ukraine. In the case of an invasion, some parties threaten to place sanctions or 

provide military support, for example.  

As the situation stands, Ukraine has been gearing up for defense and combat, while Russia has been 

negotiating for various measures that Western military parties should take. In any case, in order to avoid war, 

tension must be alleviated through compromise.  

 

Definition of Key Terms 

Separatists 

Separatists refer to groups of advocates or protesters that seek to separate from a body or government. In 

the context of tension between Russia and Ukraine, separatists in Eastern Ukraine protest in order to officially join 

the Russian Federation.  

Kremlin 

While the Kremlin itself is a building complex in Russia, it may be used to refer to the Russian 

government. 
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Sanctions 

Sanctions are a type of economic threat a nation may impose. It restricts or prohibits trade in some form. 

For instance, if India sanctioned spice trade with South Africa, no Indian party would conduct spice-related 

business with them. 

Ceasefire 

A ceasefire refers to when two or more parties agree to stop violence or fighting.  

 

Background 

Ukrainian Ties with the Soviet Union   

While tensions between Russia and Ukraine only received attention from the media recently, their 

relationship stems back all the way to the 16th century. In efforts of expansion during the 1700s, Russian ruler 

Catherine the Great Russified Ukraine. Notably, ethnic Russians were pushed into Ukraine, and Russian became 

the primary language used in schools and society.  

Centuries later, in 1930, after the establishment of the Soviet Union—which Ukraine was a part of—Joseph 

Stalin, an infamous leader of the USSR, led a series of economic and political reforms that caused a famine in 

Ukraine, killing millions. Many of these citizens were later replaced by ethnic Russians. Initially, Soviet Russia 

took interest in the East of Ukraine due to its abundant coal and iron deposits, making it economically lucrative. As 

a result of this economic relationship, in modern-day, much of the Eastern Ukrainian population has cultural, 

ethnic, and familial ties with Russia. Meanwhile, in modern-day, much of the West resent Russia.   

In 1991, however, due to Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev’s failed political and economic reforms, the 

USSR dissolved. With that, Ukraine had separated from Russia; in part, this explains why even currently, Moscow 

takes such interest in Ukraine. Moreover, Russian president, Vladimir Putin, has expressed resentment against the 

dissolution of the USSR and the fall of Russian power. It’s likely that a sense of nationalism and a shared ethnic 

population in Ukraine make it a country of value.  

The Euromaidan Revolution 

Under the presidency of pro-Moscow Viktor Yanukovych in 2013, Ukraine was on the verge of signing a 

deal with the European Union for closer ecopolitical ties. Ukranian Citizens, especially of the West, were excited to 

undergo modernization and to tread away from their Soviet roots. However, Yanukovych backed out of the deal, 

provoking protests and backlash from the people, who called for the resignation of the former president.  

In Kyiv, Lutsenko, and Klitschko thousands of protesters gathered; in response, the police suppressed the 

uproar with violence. As a result of the chaos that ensued, the country’s economy weakened. To ease the economic 

troubles of Ukraine, Russia purchased $15 billion (USD) worth of bonds and reduced gas prices. Ultimately, in the 
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gaze of the public, this only revealed corruption in the government and cemented Yanukovych’s strong ties with 

Moscow.  

As demonstrations increased, Ukraine’s government issued an act restricting protesting rights, only 

creating further outcry. Eventually, the act was repealed, and both the parliament and the public sought to reduce 

presidential power. People had taken over government buildings and turmoil only intensified. 

In mid-February of 2014, the EU intervened and brokered an agreement between members of the 

parliament that were against Yanukovych, and Yanukovych himself, arriving at an outcome where upcoming 

elections would take place early, and an interim government would step in temporarily. Soon, protesters were 

granted amnesty, Yanukovych resigned, and importantly, Russia had lost significant power in Ukraine, as they had 

lost a pro-Moscow president.  

Crimean Annexation 

In 1921, the Crimean Peninsula was declared as the Crimean Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, a 

region of the USSR. After undergoing collectivization—the process of Stalin’s economic reforms as it relates to 

farming (which also took place in Ukraine)—thousands of the native, ethnic, Crimean Tatar population died. Ethnic 

Russians then filled up Crimea, eventually making up a large portion of their population. 

 In 1954, Crimea was transferred to Ukraine as a celebration of the 300th year anniversary of Ukraine 

under Russian rule. While at this point Crimea was still technically a part of the USSR, in 1991, after the 

dissolution of the Soviet Union, it was officially a part of a newly independent Ukraine.  

These details are important, as a few decades later, in 2014, Russia annexed the Crimean Peninsula. 

Moreover, in February of that year, unmarked and unidentified groups of armed men surrounded Crimea and had 

taken over government buildings. Eventually, they were revealed to be Russian.  

As days passed, the unmarked troops forcefully seized Crimea and had controlled major points in the 

peninsula. Soon enough, in March, a vote on the status of which government Crimea belongs to was held where the 

majority voted to join Russia; however, much of the world finds this election to be misconducted, as it was held 

during Russian occupation where many had filed reports of intimidation. Regardless, at this point, Crimea had 

officially become a part of Russia and had parted from Ukraine. 

The rationale behind this annexation lies in the fact that Crimea had a large Russian population, it was a 

strategic military location, and Russia wanted to maintain influence in that region after pro-Moscow president 

Yanukovych resigned.  

In April of 2014, the separatist movement from Crimea spread to Eastern Ukraine, where protestors took 

over Russian-speaking or Russian majority towns. Allegedly, Russians supplied these protesters with arms; at first, 

Moscow denied these claims. However, in early July, after Ukraine launched an offensive against rebel separatists, 

the Russian government publicly supported the protesters. This conflict led to the deaths of over 14,000 people.  
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Peace Treaties 

In July of 2014, a Malaysian flight flying over Ukraine was shot down. After some investigation, experts in 

the field stated that these missiles were provided by Russia, linking the plane accident to the Ukraine-Russia 

conflict. This event made the tension between the two countries a global issue.  

After the US warned and urged Russia and Ukraine to resolve their separatist war, the two nations met in 

Belarus and formed a 12-point agreement, entitled the Minsk Agreement. To briefly describe a few attributes of the 

document, it called for a ceasefire and an exchange of prisoners. Unfortunately, this agreement was broken by both 

sides. 

One year later, in 2015, Russia, Ukraine, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), 

Germany, and France gathered to form a new, 13-point agreement (Minsk 2), calling for military and political steps 

that would deescalate the issue. Once more, parties failed to sufficiently follow through on the established 

stipulations.  

More and more agreements, like the ones above, were formed as time passed, yet none of them have 

proven to be entirely successful. There continues to be tension stemming from the separatist conflict and the 

tendency of the involved parties to not follow through with treaties. Further information about these treaties and 

others will be mentioned in the “Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue” section. 

 

Current Tensions and Threat of War 

In the later part of 2021, Ukraine reported that there had been an increase in the number of Russian troops 

surrounding their border. Ukraine estimated that 94,000 Russian troops had built up, while the CIA suspects that by 

early 2022, this number could rise to 225,000. Ukraine and much of the global community fear that Russia plans to 

invade; in response, Moscow denies these claims, and in fact, accused Ukraine of placing military units along the 

East of Ukraine to combat separatist protestors. Similarly, Ukraine denies these claims, stating that this is Russia’s 

attempt to cover up their own plans.  

There are a few reasons why Russia may seek influence over Ukraine. Firstly, Russia has ties with Ukraine 

ethnically, historically, and culturally. The second reason, which is perhaps more important, is Ukraine’s 

relationship with The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). NATO is a military alliance consisting of 

primarily European and Western nations; infamously, they were at odds with the USSR during the Cold War. 

Ukraine planned to join NATO, which concerns Putin as doing so may place the western military in close 

proximity to Eastern Russia. If Russia was to annex Ukraine, then Moscow would have more geopolitical power by 

reducing the relevance of NATO in the East of Europe.  
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Putin and other representatives have stated on multiple occasions that Ukraine joining NATO is a “red-

line” for Russia. As is, Russia condemns NATO’s relationship with Ukraine: they accuse NATO of supplying arms 

to fight Eastern separatists.  

As of the writing of this report, Russia demands that NATO stop all military operations in Ukraine. NATO 

has declined, suggesting that in the case of an invasion, they will place more military units in Eastern European 

countries like Poland. Ukraine, in fear of war, has been preparing its defenses and requesting external, international 

aid. As the situation stands, war is a possible threat. 

Other Consequences 

In addition to its international implications, the Russia-Ukraine conflict also poses threats to the economy 

and educational institutions.  

In terms of economy, in 2014, before the Crimean invasion, the Donbas region used to account for 16% of 

Ukraine’s GDP; however, as conflict ensued, industry slowed due to turmoil, power cuts, and railway disruptions. 

This, on top of the fact that combat in the Donbas region led to war-losses of approximately 6% of Ukraine’s GDP 

put the nation in worse economic condition. With respect to Russia, in 2014, GDP growth had been predicted to 

slow by 1% as a result of the tension. 

With concerns to the educational scene, fighting between Russian-backed separatists and Ukrainian 

soldiers in the East forced many schools to shut down for extended periods of time. Being forced to hide, some 

students even left their homes to safer areas, temporarily leaving school. When students were in school, the campus 

was damaged and under-funded—the schools during Winter had relied exclusively on electric-powered heaters for 

warmth, and due to its high cost, staff and teachers were forced to finish school early. At times, classes even lasted 

only as long as 20 minutes. This tension’s impact on education was both physical and psychological. Constantly 

being placed in the midst of a warzone had reportedly led to behavioral shifts within students. 

 

Major Parties Involved 

The Russian Federation 

As described in the background section, Russia has been involved in Ukrainian affairs for centuries. As of 

now, Moscow likely seeks after not only more control in Ukraine but also less Western influence over Eastern 

Europe. In fear that NATO—an organization with several Western nations—would gain too much military power 

geographically if Ukraine joined them, Putin stated that doing so would be crossing a “red line.” While the 

implications of that statement aren’t entirely clear, it is possibly a threat of invasion.  

With respect to the separatists in Eastern Ukraine, Russia has made it clear that their safety is a top priority. 

This explains why Russia fears NATO’s current operations in Ukraine: Moscow claims that military training and 

assistance by NATO may harm protestors and may be an attempt by Ukraine to push back against the East. Russia 
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has also condemned the degree to which Ukraine followed through on the Minsk 2 agreement, hoping for more 

amnesty to protesters. 

Ukraine 

Ukraine condemns violent behavior from any separatists and is preparing for a potential invasion by 

Russia. After observing the build-up of Russian troops surrounding Ukraine’s borders, Volodymyr Zelensky (the 

president of Ukraine), prepares the Ukrainian military and hopes that other nations join them in their efforts of 

protection. Additionally, Ukraine seeks to join NATO; this objective is restricted by Russia declaring that a red 

line.  

While talks and negotiations have taken place, a Ukrainian representative has said that “Unfortunately, all 

initiatives of the Ukrainian side were rejected by the Russian Federation under contrived pretexts” (Person). 

Ukraine has especially noted Russia’s lack of follow-through on Minsk 2’s articles.  

United States of America  

Heavily opposing the Soviet Union during the Cold War, the United States of America has had a long-

standing and tense relationship with Russia. The US condemned Russia’s annexation of Crimea and had since 

sanctioned them. The US has helped Ukraine’s military by providing some training and has threatened to place 

further sanctions on Russia.  

As of now, American intelligence forces continue to worry about an invasion in early 2022 and talks 

between Biden (the president of the US) and Putin have taken place. In the case of an invasion, Biden has stated 

that the US is prepared to take decisive action against Russia.  

North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

Formed in 1949 after World War 2, NATO is a military alliance initially designed to strengthen western 

power against the Soviet Union. Its objectives have since evolved to maintaining peace mainly within Europe and 

NATO’s very own member nations. Members of NATO agree to help one another in defense; in addition to this, 

other articles of its constitution include helping strengthen democratic institutions and assistance in increasing 

military capability.  

In response to the creation of NATO, in 1955, the Soviet Union established the Warsaw pact, a military 

alliance that consisted of communist and Eastern European countries. Although after the dissolution of the USSR 

and the Warsaw pact relations between NATO and Russia improved, they had soon become troublesome in the 21st 

century due to Russia’s fear of the west. This tension has especially intensified with the situation regarding 

Ukraine. NATO condemns Russia’s annexation of Crimea and describes it as illegal; they have since offered 

support to Ukraine’s stance. While NATO has enhanced the military capabilities of Ukraine, the organization also 

stated that they are not obliged to help Ukraine in any form of war. This is because Ukraine isn’t a member of 

NATO.  
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The French Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany 

Both France and Germany have played a role in helping conduct negotiations with Russia. They helped 

create the 2015 Minsk 2 agreement and continue to partake in discussions with NATO, the US, Ukraine, and 

Russia on the state of current affairs.  

 

Timeline of Events 

Date Description of events 

December 2021 Russian troops seem to be surrounding Ukraine, 

potentially in preparation for invasion. Talks occur 

between Russia, Ukraine, the US, and NATO. 

July 27th, 2020 Russia and Ukraine meet to form yet another ceasefire 

agreement. 

February 12th, 2015 Minsk 2 Agreement is signed. 

September 5th, 2014 Minsk Agreement 1 is signed. 

July 30th, 2014 The EU and the US sanction Russia. 

July 17th, 2014 Malaysian airline shutdown by allegedly Russian 

troops. 

April 22nd, 2014 As pro-Russian separatists continue to protest in 

eastern Ukraine, the new stand-in president, Olexander 

Turchynov, launches a military offensive to neutralize 

their efforts. 

March 16th, 2014 Crimeans vote to join Russia officially. 

February 28th, 2014 Unmarked troops surround Crimea (later suggested to 

be members of the Russian army) and pro-Russian 

protestors take over government buildings.  

February 21st, 2014 Yanukovych speaks with and compromises with 

opposition in the parliament; eventually leaves and 

resigns Ukraine, proceeding to enter Russia. 
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January 29th, 2014 The Ukranian parliament repeals the anti-protest act 

and provides amnesty to some demonstrators. 

January 23rd, 2014 Ukraine’s government approves of and passes a law 

that restricts protesting rights. 

December 17th, 2013 Vladimir Putin helps Ukraine economically by 

purchasing bonds and lowering gas prices. 

November 21st, 2013 Yanukovych decides to abandon an agreement with the 

EU that would strengthen economic ties. People begin 

to protest. 

February 25th, 2010 Viktor Yanukovych is made president of Ukraine. 

December 26th, 1991 This date marks the dissolution of the Soviet Union. 

 

 

 

Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

Minsk Agreements 1 & 2 

After the Crimean annexation, tension and turmoil were high in Ukraine—especially in the Donbas region, 

where thousands died. In response, Ukraine and Russia met to form two Minsk Agreements—one in 2014, one in 

2015. Minsk 1 (2014) was a 12-point ceasefire signed by Russian-backed separatists and Ukraine. As the Journals 

of India states, “Its provisions included prisoner exchanges deliveries of humanitarian aid and the withdrawal of 

heavy weapons.” Unfortunately, this agreement quickly collapsed as both sides broke it one way or another. 

In 2015, after tension ensued and Minsk 1 was broken, Russia, Ukraine, the Organization for Security and 

Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), France, Germany, and others met to create a 13-point agreement entitled Minsk 2. 

Once more, this agreement had limited success: Russia excused itself from following many of the articles due to a 

belief that they played no causal factor in the conflict. For instance, Russia may respond to a clause calling them to 

withdraw weapons in a region of importance by denying that they placed any in the first place.  

Sanctions 

Leaders of the European Union and the United States placed sanctions on Russia after their annexation of 

Crimea. While this may have deterred Russia slightly, the nation is accused of preparing for an invasion as of 2021, 

suggesting that these sanctions weren’t entirely effective in preventing conflict. 
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 As the situation stands in early 2022, late 2021, Biden threatens to impose heavy sanctions on the Kremlin 

if Russia does invade. Although the US alone doesn’t factor for that great of a proportion to Russian trade, the EU 

has renewed 2014 sanctions, which will cause economic damage. Nevertheless, sanctions are not a guarantee of 

resolution on either side.  

2020 Ceasefire Deal 

The Trilateral Contact Group (TCG) is an organization composed of representatives from Ukraine, the 

Russian Federation, and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe. Their primary objective is to 

diffuse conflict in Ukraine. On July 22nd, 2020, the TCG, gathered to form a ceasefire that intensified protocols to 

reduce violence between separatists and Ukrainians. While 8 ceasefires had been made since 2018, this one proved 

to be the most effective. In the three months after its creation, violence between the two parties had seemingly 

decreased by 82%. The success of this agreement may be attributed to the planning that went behind it. The TCG 

had spent around half a year developing the plan and had implemented relatively large changes. One such change is 

the creation of the Joint Control and Coordination Center (JCCC) which was made up of Ukrainians, Russians, 

Russian-led groups of The Donetsk People's Republic (DNR) and the Luhansk People's Republic (LNR). This 

committee worked together to formulate plans of response to any ceasefire violation. 

While the July 2020 ceasefire may have been more effective than its predecessors, it is a success, 

nevertheless, was temporary. In March of 2021, violence had escalated with separatists killing 4 Ukrainian soldiers. 

American officials also estimated that an additional 4000 Russian troops had surrounded Ukraine’s borders 

Past UN Involvement 

• Resolution 2202, 17 February 2015 (S/RES/2202) 

• Resolution 2166, 21 July 2014 (S/RES/2166) 

 

Possible Solutions 

As this issue has two complex and supported sides, an effective solution cannot sway too heavily to Russia 

or Ukraine—it must find compromise. Putin has made it clear that he wants the Western military to be less of a 

threat to Russia. Ukraine has made it clear that they seek peace and additional security in the Eastern portion of the 

nation. To find a middle ground in this situation, one solution could be for several countries in the EU, as well as 

America, Russia, and NATO to meet to form an agreement or ceasefire. To distinguish this from the ones that came 

before it, the stakes of breaking it should be higher.  

The agreement could include that in exchange for Russian troops leaving Ukranian borders, Ukraine agrees 

to not join NATO or accept military artillery from them. In the case that Russia breaks the deal, however, and 

decides to invade, NATO is allowed to help Ukraine in any defense matter, and other parties in the agreement 

sanction Putin.  

http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7B65BFCF9B-6D27-4E9C-8CD3-CF6E4FF96FF9%7D/s_res_2202.pdf
http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7B65BFCF9B-6D27-4E9C-8CD3-CF6E4FF96FF9%7D/s_res_2166.pdf
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This would attach real consequences to invasion and would increase security in Ukraine. The faults of this 

solution lie in only Ukraine giving up NATO: it is possible that Russia would decline this agreement due to 

NATO’s potential cooperation with other Eastern European countries.  

Another lens to tackle this issue with is that of the safety of civilians: amidst the turmoil of separatists, 

Ukranian soldiers, and the Russian army, there have been casualties. As tension has been rising as of late 2021, the 

UN Security Council could deploy peacekeeping troops or other forms of defense along Ukraine’s borders. This 

could be a safekeeping measure against an invasion or a smaller-scale fight. In addition to the border, to prevent 

further conflict, the Security Council could also place units in Eastern Ukranian hotspots where separatists tend to 

protest.  

The benefit of this solution is that it effectively reduces deaths that result from this conflict; however, it is 

very much a band-aid solution. Even with this implemented, Russia would still want influence over Ukraine and for 

the Western military to stay away from the East of Europe, while Ukraine would still want to join NATO and 

security for its citizens.  
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